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Abstract
Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) are to be subject to clinical 

applications by cultured TIL infusion in vivo for adoptive cell therapy (ACT) 
and by ex vivo TIL analysis for determining immune characteristics to kill 
autologous tumor cells so that TIL has been administrated tumor’s patients 
to immune-cell therapy and analyze patients’ immune characteristics for 
tumor diseases. To study the TIL features, we have established quantitative 
network modeling by TIL’s TCR signaling pathway, IL2 pathway, and 
TGF-β pathway for personalized immunotherapy about more than fifteen 
years. However, machine-learning analysis still has some challenges under 
the traditional quantitative pathway for network configurations to apply for 
patient treatment. For example, multiple protein complexes competing for 
downstream DNA binding-site or protein-protein complex will generate 
different effects. To address this question, we report here a temporal-spatial 
quantification network, termed a spatial-timely quantification network, 
to address the spatial-timely competition of complex proteins binding to 
downstream proteins or DNA in network analysis. After studying spatial-
timely quantitative network modeling by TGF-β pathway activity in 
spatial-timely order, we discover that multiple protein complexes using 
spatial-timely quantitative networks are much better than traditional 
quantitative networks. Once the new system modeling is established, we 
can further analyze all pathways, such as the TCR signaling pathway and 
IL2 pathway from TIL, for different immunotherapy.

Keywords: Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (Tils); Pathway and network; 
Quantitative pathway and network; Spatial-timely quantitative pathway and 
network; Personalized therapy.

Introduction
Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs, a group of heterogeneous T-cells) 

have made use of both (1) administrating TIL adoptive cell therapy (ACT) 
[1] and (2) studying immune characteristics regarding T-cell, B-cell, and NK 
cells, macrophage and neutrophil within the tumor tissues [2] so that TIL have 
been engaged to effectively treat different tumors and discover characteristics 
of immune response to tumor cells from the patients with tumor diseases to 
guide other immune therapy under the TIL characteristics from patients [3-4]. 
In the early periods between 1989 and 1994, we discovered that TIL could 
be used to treat solid tumors under more than three hundred TIL treatments 
for patients with solid tumors, but TIL ACT was found to have variable 
efficacy in treating solid tumor diseases during the early periods [5-10]. In 
order to study the efficacy of treating solid tumor diseases, we began to set 
up tumor tissue inventory [11] and study TIL genomic profiles, including 
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setting up single-cell genomics profiles from TILs (including 
single-cell mRNA differential display from TIL published in 
2007 [12] and single-cell RNA-seq from TIL published in 
2013 [13]), establishing TIL quantitative network published 
in 2015 [14], and studying machine-learning analysis by 
artificial intelligence (AI) from TIL in 2022 [15]. Now, we 
know at least three quantitative networks, including the TCR 
signaling pathway, IL2 pathway, and TGF-β pathway, for 
guidance in immune diagnosis and treatment. Moreover, some 
physicians and clinical scientists have also applied genomic 
information such as SNPs from TIL and tumor cells to treat 
diseases such as CAR-T and TCR-T-cell or tumor vaccines 
[16-20]. Suppose a gene expression pattern using network 
configurations with or without SNP from TIL or tumor cells 
can be employed. In that case, they can significantly support 
personalized T-cell therapy and other immune treatments. 
However, many reports found that protein-protein complexes 
bind downstream DNA in spatial-timely orders, producing 
different effects for the network analysis, such as competitive 
inhibition or competitive activation to regulate downstream 
pathways [21]. To address this issue, in the manual, we 
are subject to study a new model to explain the regulation 
of protein-protein complexes for further downstream DNA 
binding analysis. Moreover, we compare the new module to 
previous methods published during 2014-2022. The current 
module focuses on the TGF-β pathway with protein-protein 
complexes bound to downstream DNA by a spatial-timely 
quantification network. This manual concentrates majorly 
on SMAD complexes and downstream transcription factor 
binding sites for spatial-timely quantitative modeling. 
The purpose of the manual is to discover more accurate 
evaluations for personalized immune therapy. After building 
the new model, finally, we shall use the modules for all 
pathways within TIL, such as the TCR signaling pathway and 
the IL2 pathway.

Materials and Methods
Mimic complex for the spatial-timely quantitative 
network:  

To study the spatial-timely quantitative network from 
the complex proteins, quiescent TIL-cell pathway hubs 
derived from our previous published genomic profile 
[22-23] and targeting TGF-β pathway observed from the 
published STKE database. The new configurative hubs in the 
network platform focus on SMAD complex and downstream 
combined transcriptional factor binding sites [24-25]. The 
spatial-timely quantitative network modelling from complex 
regulation is SMAD complex (Smad-2, Smad-3, and Smad-
4) with combination ratio (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%) 
and downstream transcriptional factor complex binding 
sites with combination ratio (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 
100%) under our Python script plugin into Cytoscape (http://
www.cytoscape.org/) which we have reported [26-27]. We 

mimic SMAD complex regulation and transcriptional factor 
complex binding sites and focus on spatial-timely simulation 
under TGF-β/SMAD signalling-dependent activation of the 
TGF-β pathway.  

Comparing the new model to a traditional 
quantitative network in silico: 

To compare the new spatial-timely quantitative network 
to traditional quantitative network, the conventional topology 
analysis is used by http://www.cytoscape.org as our previous 
reports or other publications, including “Betweenness 
Centrality, BC” and low “Connectivity Centrality, DC” and 
other values, indicating a significant targeting node. BC is 
the shortest path that goes through a given node over all pairs 
of nodes of the fraction, and DC is connectivity or degree 
centrality [28-30]. According to the research goal, the final 
mimic included a TCR signal, IL2 activating pathway with 
CTL for TNF-α, INF-γ, GrB, and PRF1, and inhibiting 
quiescent TGF-β pathway. In order to set up the comparison 
research, the analysis in silico only studies a TGF-β/SMAD 
pathway in a T-cell network. The combination values of the 
activities and inhibition begin with (1) zero and additional 
levels of activation (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%), (2) 
the timely regulation of complex activity in quiescent TGF-β 
pathway and (3) spatial-timely simulation in quiescent TGF-β 
pathway. 

Experimental study on the new module:
According to TIL CD8 immune networks, at least three 

pathways are majorly involved in T-cell immune response 
to tumor cells: CD8+T-cell receptor (TCR) signal from TCR 
antigen associated with MHC class I; T-cells reactivated 
with IL-2 to produce TNF-α (Tumor necrosis factor alpha), 
IFN-γ (Interferon-gamma), GrB or GZMB (Granzyme-B) 
and PRF1 (perforin-1) to kill tumor cells; TGF-β pathway 
to keep quiescent TIL-cell in tumor tissues. In order to 
confirm the spatial-timely pathway, we in silico mine 
inhibiting transcriptional factors by TF binding site by http://
bioinfo.wilmer.jhu.edu/PDI/index.html. After discovering 
downstream DNA binding sites in promoters within TNF-α, 
IFN-γ, GrB, and PRF1, and SMAD complex in the TGF-β 
pathway related to CTL, we used TF to experiment to study 
the new modules. Briefly, cloned TIL from liver tumor 
tissues were cultured for 21 days, which were isolated and 
cloned as in the previous report. After day-0 to day-12 
culture, the growth medium was replaced with Opti-MEM 
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). For each transfection, 100nm 
and 200nm targeting ERF siRNA (sc-43754, because we 
found that ERF bound all four genes related with CTL) 
with scrambled control using DharmaFECT (Dharmacon, 
Lafayette, CO) according to the manufacturer’s protocol [31-
32]. Each experimental condition was performed in triplicate. 
After cells were transfections for 72 hours, the cells were 
harvested and assay mRNA, protein, and CTL assay. Briefly, 
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mRNA expression was measured ERF, TNF-α, INF-γ, GrB, 
and PRF1 by Q-rtPCR assay, protein level measurement was 
determined for ERF (sc-398269), TNF-α, INF-γ by Western 
blot. Our previous publications have reported all the methods 
[33-40]. To study functional TIL cytotoxic activity, cytotoxic 
T lymphocyte (CTL) assays were defined by MTT as our 
previous reports [41-45]. Briefly, Cytotoxic T lymphocyte 
(CTL) assays Cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) was assayed 
for the HepG2 cell line as previous report. TIL was first 
measured for effector: target ratio by 1:25 and 1:50 at culture 
from day-12 to day-15.  

Results
Results for mimicking complex for spatial-timely 
quantitative network: 

To study spatial-timely quantitative network from the 
complex proteins, in silico experiment is SMAD complex 
regulation from TGF-β/SMAD signaling-dependent 
activation of quiescent TIL-cell pathway. The establishment 
of the network hubs is SMAD complex (Smad-2, Smad-3, and 
Smad-4) and transcriptional factors binding sites under our 
Python script. After the spatial-timely quantitative network 
modeling with SMAD complex performed combination-
regulation ratio (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%), we can 
harvest combination regulation activity. In order to visualize 
the spatial-timely quantitative network from the complex 

proteins, as Figure-1A showed in silico results with SMAD 
complex regulation (Smad2, Smad3, and Smad4). The results 
demonstrated SMAD complex regulation ratio (0%, 25%, 
50%, 75%, and 100%), including spatial-timely combination 
shown in Figure-1B. Eventually, we can harvest maximal 
spatial-timely combination-regulation with the activity of 
SMAD complex including 15,625 combination regulation 
(data omitted), including maximal reactivity values (spatial- 
timely order) for SMAD complex, so that results in silico can 
discover maximal regulation from a TGF-β/SMAD signaling-
dependent activation of the TGF-β pathway as Figure-1C.  

Comparing the new modelling to previous 
quantitative analysis

To compare the new spatial-timely quantitative network 
to traditional quantitative network, the conventional topology 
analysis included BC, DC, and other values supported by the 
Cytoscape platform, which we have largely applied for, and 
in silico results demonstrated that the quantitative pathways 
had all values as possibility eleven liner-regulation (non-
combination-regulation) (data omitted). All hubs and edges 
of the traditional quantitative pathway visualized TGF-β/
SMAD signaling-dependent activation of the TGF-β pathway 
are shown in Figure 2A. To compare the new spatial-timely 
quantitative network from the complex proteins to the 
previous modelling, the mimic complex combines with the 
maximal spatial-timely with complex regulation including 

 
A) It showed in silico results with SMAD complex regulation (Smad2, Smad3 and Smad4). (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%) including timely 
and spatial combination. B) It shows Smad2, Smad3 and Smad4 activity of SMAD complex including 15,625 combination regulation. C) Maximal 
reactivity values (timely and spatial order) for SMAD complex.

Figure 1: SMAD complex regulation ratio.
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(1) activated SMAD2 and SMAD3 and SMAD4 with 0%, 
25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% combination-regulation and 
other reaction regulation ratio as 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 
100%; (2) timely reactive regulation under the ratio and (3) 
spatial-timely reaction with the ratio. Finally, we can achieve 
maximal repeat regulation, including 390,625 combination 
regulation and activity. The visualized reactivity with spatial-
timely complex regulation is demonstrated in Figure-2B. 
The complex regulations are much larger than those from 
traditional quantitative methods, even if hubs are also coming 
from similar TGF-β/SMAD signaling-dependent activation 
of the TGF-β pathway.  

Experimental Results on the new module:
Three pathways are majorly involved in T-cell immune 

CTL to tumor cells: CD8+T-cell receptor (TCR) signal from 
TCR antigen associated with MHC class I; T-cells reactivated 
with IL-2 to induce TNF-α, INF-γ, GrB and PRF1; TGF-β 
pathway for quiescent TIL-cell in tumor tissues. The 
experiment focuses on TGF-β pathway for quiescent TIL-cell 
who’s cloned TIL have reported for several quiescent genes 
our previous reports [51]. The ERF and STAT3 (marking 
yellow) of transcriptional factors are shown at Table-1 
which had also been discovered and reported by our previous 
publication [51].  

We also performed a Transfac and TESS (Transcription 
Element Search System) in silico search and discovered 

Smad complex (Smad-2, Smad-3, and Smad-4) predicted 
binding site in promoter binding sites of TNF-α, INF-γ, GrB, 
and PRF1 as shown in Table-2.

After ERF and STAT3 were mined by transcriptional 
binding in promoters of TNF-α, INF-γ, GrB, and PRF1 
for whole T-cell function such as CTL while SMAD2 and 
SMAD3 and SMAD4 related to TGF-β pathway to inhibit 
CTL discovered by TF binding in promoters of TNF-α, 
INF-γ, GrB, and PRF1. As a research goal, ERF knockdown 
to confirm T-cell CTL reactivity under SMAD related to 
TGF- β pathway, two-step cloned TIL was cultured for these 
research. That is, normal TIL culture in the first step, and TIL 
was cultured in the functional induction and inhibition at the 
second step as in the previous report [14, 46]. The results 
of targeting protein demonstrated in Figure-3A indicate ERF 
expressing level 69% in the 100nm group and 45% in the 
200nm group. TNF-α mRNA is 1.90 and 4.9 fold higher in 
transfected TILs than those in the scramble control group, 
respectively, to compare the 100nm and 200nm scramble TIL 
group (significantly increased on 200nm group, P=0.01513). 
The IFN-γ level is 1.1 and 3.9 fold higher in transfected 
TILs than those in 100nm and 200nm scramble TIL groups 
(significantly increased on 200nm group, P=0.0094). GrB 
mRNA is 0.66 and 3.11 fold higher in transfected TILs than 
those in the scramble control group, respectively, to compare 
the 100nm and 200nm scramble TIL group (significantly 
increased on 200nm group, P=0.00473). PRF levels are 2 and 

 

A) Shown is a traditional network with 11 reactivity and B) Maximal reactivity values (timely and spatial order) for SMAD complex.

Figure 2: Traditional network and spatial-timely quantitative network.
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Genes TNF-alpha IFN-gamma Granzyme-B Perforin-1
Tob No No No No

KLF2 No No No No
Ski No No No No

Sno-A No No No No
ERF Yes Yes Yes Yes

REST Yes No No No
TCF-1 No No No No
Bach-2 Yes No Yes Yes
FOXO1 Yes No Yes No
STAT3 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 1: TF prediction for CTL with Quiescent T-cells

Genes TNF-alpha IFN-gamma Granzyme-B Perforin-1
CBP (CITED1) Yes Yes Yes Yes

p300 (HAT) Yes No No No
Smad-2 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Smad-3 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Smad-4 Yes Yes Yes Yes
MSG1 No No No No
SMF No No No No

ARC105 (MED15) No No No No
AP-1 Yes Yes No Yes

RUNX No No No No
bZIP Yes Yes Yes Yes
bHLH Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 2: TF Prediction CTL within Smad pathway

 
A) Day-15 RT-qPCR quantification of targeting mRNA. B) Confirmation of ERF down regulation by Western blot at day-15. C) Confirmation with 
increase expression of TNF-α and IFN-γ under quantitative Western blot after ERF down regulation at day-15. D) Confirmation CTL increases with 
ERF down regulation on day-15.

Figure 3: Experimental results from TIL.
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4.93 fold higher in transfected TILs than those in 100nm and 
200nm scramble TIL groups (significantly increased on 200nm 
group, P=0.00016). As Figure-3B, the results of the Western 
blot further confirmed for TNF-α and IFN-γ expression. 
Figure-3C, indicate ERF expressing level 111.47% in the 
100nm group and 45.184% in the 200nm group. TNF-α 
protein is 1.029 and 1.802 fold higher in transfected TILs than 
those in the scramble control group, respectively, to compare 
the 100nm and 200nm scramble TIL group (increased on 
200nm group although P=0.0837). The IFN-γ level is 1.040 
and 2.060 fold higher in transfected TILs than those in 100nm 
and 200nm scramble TIL groups (significantly increased 
on 200nm group, P=0.0058). The results of CTL killing 
activity showed 32% and 56% in the transfected TILs group 
to compare 29% in the scrambled group at 200 nm, shown 
in Figure-3D. Cytotoxic T lymphocyte of knockdown ERF 
TIL was much higher than scrambled groups (significantly 
increased on 200nm group, P=0.0117).

Discussion
TGF-β is a pleiotropic cytokine from the tumor 

microenvironment (TME) that suppresses CD8+ cells 
in TILs, although it can show different regulation under 
some particular situations [47]. Active TGF-β binds to the 
dimeric TGF-β receptor type 2 (TGFbRII), a serine/threonine 
kinase activating downstream dimeric receptor type 1 
(TGFbRI), forming a tetrameric body structure complex 
finally processing TGF-β pathway. TGF-β pathway has two 
signaling systems, either SMAD signaling pathway or the 
non-SMAD signaling pathway. TβRI first will be activated 
by phosphorylation and further phosphorylating SMAD2 and 
SMAD3 and then binding SMAD4 with the phosphorylated 
SMAD2 and SMAD3 to produce a heterotrimeric transcription 
complex, which transfers the signal to the nucleus to perform 
transcription function called as TGF-β/SMAD signaling 
[48] while SMAD-independent pathway of the TGF-β 
pathway process through RHO GTPases, RAS pathway, 
P38 pathway, and mTOR pathway according to current 
research [49]. Some scientists have studied the dynamic 
TGF-β-inducing phosphorylation of Smad2 and Smad3 to 
perform IP experiments with mass spectrometry [50]. These 
measurements can define non-phosphorylated Smad2 and 
Smad3, one phosphorylated Smad2 and Smad3 at the most 
C-terminal serine residue (pSmad2 at Ser467; pSmad3 at 
Ser425), and two phosphorylated Smad2 and Smad3 at the 
C-terminal serine residues (ppSmad2 at Ser465 and Ser467; 
ppSmad3 at Ser423 and Ser425). According to their research, 
they can measure the activity procedures mass spectrometry 
by predicting 84 possible combination regulations, timely 
and spatial [50]. In order to address a complex regulation, 
as the results are shown above, we set up a spatial-timely 
quantitation pathway; our results can demonstrate maximal 
spatial-timely combination-regulation with activity of 

SMAD complex including 15,625 combination regulation 
and activity so that maximal reactivity values can be found 
from 15,625 combination regulation so that it will more 
powerful than IP with mass spectrometry analysis. Although 
we have used the traditional quantitative network to analyze 
clinical specimens for more than fifteen years, in silico results 
demonstrated that the quantitative pathways had all values as 
possibility eleven reactivity for non-combination regulation 
to SMAD signaling pathway while the mimic complex 
combining with complex regulation, spatial-timely can be 
achieved maximal regulation including 390,625 combination 
regulation and activity from similar TGF-β/SMAD 
signaling-dependent activation of the TGF-β pathway. The 
combination of spatial-timely quantitative pathways from 
390.625 activities can predict more powerful than those from 
traditional quantitative networks as above or those from IP 
with mass spectrometry analysis [50]. To confirm the spatial-
timely quantitative network, we finally use experiment ex 
vivo to study the experiment in silico. As we all know, three 
pathways are majorly involved in T-cell immune CTL to 
tumor cells: CD8+T-cell receptor (TCR) signal from TCR 
antigen associated with MHC class I; T-cells reactivated 
with IL-2 to induce TNF-α, INF-γ, GrB, and PRF1; TGF-β 
pathway for quiescent TIL-cell in tumor tissues. After we 
found that ERF has a binding site in promoters in CTL genes 
such as TNF-α, INF-γ, GrB, and PRF1 while SMAD complex 
also involves the four promoters related to TGF-β/SMAD 
signaling-dependent activation of the TGF-β pathway, ERF 
down-regulation was used to study spatial-timely pathway for 
T-cell CTL. The mRNA results demonstrated TNF-α, IFN-γ 
GrB, and PRF1 are better than our previous results from 
traditional pathway configuration [51-55]. Western blot also 
supported mRNA results. The cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) 
assays CTL of knockdown ERF TIL was much higher. The 
experiment data still support the spatial-timely quantitative 
pathway related to TIL function. Cancer immunotherapy 
mainly exerts either active stimulation of the immune 
system by vaccination or adoptive immunotherapy by cell 
therapy such as TIL, nature killer cells, cytokine-induced 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (lymphokine-activated 
killer, LAK; cytokine-induced killer cells, CIK; dendritic 
cells and cytokine-induced killer cells, DC-CIK), neutrophil 
and macrophage [56-60]. According to published evidence, 
TILs obtained from tumor tissues with a higher population 
of CD8 cells, but they also have other immune cells, such as 
T-cell, B-cell, NK cells, macrophage, and neutrophil [61-68]. 
Because we have spent about 30 years of efforts to culture TIL 
and primary tumor cells [69], we found that TIL has a variable 
effect. In order to study TIL efficacy, we have studied TIL 
characteristics for (1) TIL infusion in vivo for personalized 
T-cell therapy under personalized genomic analysis and (2) 
TIL personalized genomic analysis ex vivo for determining 
all immune characteristics to kill autologous tumor cells. 
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Based on the R&D, we have been researching quantitative 
network modeling to study TIL's TCR signaling pathway, 
IL2 pathway, and TGF-β pathway to individual subjects for 
personalized immunotherapy. After we set up tumor tissue 
inventory, single-cell genomics analysis, T-cell cloning and 
culture techniques, and primary tumor cell culture technique 
into system modeling [70], we can now use the information 
to activate and inhibit the genes by targeting in vivo for 
combination therapy or ex vivo for analysis of other immune 
cells. The manual can accurately evaluate quantitative 
networks to address multiple immune treatments such as TIL 
immunotherapy and other personalized immunotherapy.   

Conclusion
TIL have both clinical applications by TIL infusion in 

vivo for immune therapy and by TIL analysis ex vivo for 
determining the immune characteristics of tumor patients. 
Although the TIL ACT in vivo has been largely extended 
into clinics, TIL ACT had variable efficacy in treating solid 
tumor diseases. In order to study the efficacy of treating solid 
tumor diseases and analyse other immune treatments for all 
tumor patients, we have been studying personalized TIL 
therapy and analyzing other immune therapy from genomics 
profiles from both TILs and primary tumor cells. The TIL 
spatial-timely quantitative network with machine-learning 
analysis can support protein-protein complex binding 
downstream DNA. Because the spatial-timely quantitative 
network is a more powerful evaluation than current mass 
spectrometry, we can use the new model to address the 
regulation of protein-protein complexes, eventually, greatly 
support personalized T-cell therapy and other immune 
diagnosis and treatment.
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